
Find Inspiration Everywhere 
Add local style and flare through custom design.

Accessory Stack for Inscape Bench is a smart, sleek, sophisticated feature for any open office environment. 
Personalize, create privacy, collaborate, support and watch the future of the modern workspace unfold.

The perfect complement to Inscape Bench, Accessory Stack gives you the flexibility to design your office the way 
you want. Find inspiration everywhere, the possibilities are endless. Accessory Stack is your canvas. Collaborate 
with local artisans to create the look and feel you’re after. 

Accessory Stack is back and forward compatible with our Inscape Bench frames and works alongside many 
existing Bench accessories so you can refresh your existing Bench products with Accessory Stack. If you start with 
Accessory Stack, you can change later to a traditional stack option, or even remove it completely. With Inscape 
Bench and Accessory Stack, your workplace will be ready for whatever tomorrow brings.



Accessory Stack  
for Inscape Bench
Custom Infill and Hanging  
Option Guidelines
This document is meant to serve as a guideline only. 
Getting a sample from your local supplier or artist  
to ensure proper fit is highly recommended.

Weight Capacity

A. 12 lbs from one contact point
B. 18 lbs from two contact points at least 12” apart 
C. 30 lbs as a full length infill

Notes: 
These are recommendations only. Getting a sample from 
your local supplier or artist to ensure proper fit is highly 
recommended.

Some non-standard options such as laser cut metal may 
be available from Inscape through our Specials Department. 
Contact us for more information.

.375” Max Thickness for Infill

Note: Thinner infills can be used but some movement is 
expected. Thicker materials that can compress to max 
thickness might be used

.750” Minimum Loop Diameter for  
Hanging Options

4” Depth max before hanging options will interfere with 
height adjustable tables

.250” Max Thickness for Infill with Gasket

Gasket is for .250” (or 1/4”) thick materials, gasket is removed 
to allow .375” (or 3/8”) thick materials

Frame Product Code W H1 H2

INBASF2336-2F 33.375 ” 17.325” 18.411”
INBASF2342-2F 39.375” 17.325” 18.411”
INBASF2348-2F 45.375 ” 17.325” 18.411”
INBASF2354-2F 51.375 ” 17.325” 18.411”
INBASF2360-2F 57.375 ” 17.325” 18.411”

INBASF2736-2F 33.375 ” 20.700” 21.786”
INBASF2742-2F 39.375 ” 20.700” 21.786”
INBASF2748-2F 45.375 ” 20.700” 21.786”
INBASF2754-2F 51.375 ” 20.700” 21.786”
INBASF2760-2F 57.375 ” 20.700” 21.786”
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